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been working with the PSC Support
charity to produce a self-help toolkit for
liver patients. It should be included with
this copy of your LIVErNEWS but if it isn’t
there is an online copy for you to
download and print out on our website. If
you are a liver patient, please make full
use of it. It will help with your consultation
during the pandemic and when normal
service resumes in the NHS. In the
meantime, services are being restarted in
many hospitals and remember the NHS
is never closed for emergencies. Many
hospitals already had contagious disease
units and were well equipped for isolating
patients. Don’t be put off going to hospital
because of Covid-19. If your hospital is
able to treat you, they will have very
stringent rules for separation of the
Covid-19 patients.

Chairman
Well, what a change from when I was
writing the introduction for the Spring
2020 issue! The virus epidemic was
only ‘a possibility’ (now a pandemic)
and the big news was storm Jorge and
Brexit.
How things can change in the blink of
an eye. Most of you will have
something to do with the NHS either as
a patient, carer or employee and will
know that there has been massive
restructuring and re-arranging of
everything we took for granted,
Personally, I have been amazed at the
speed things have moved forward right
from the start, especially with the
building of the Nightingale Hospitals
almost overnight.
Watching the D-Day 75th Anniversary
documentaries on TV I am reminded of
all those men and women who gave so
much for us during the last war. They
were giants and we are standing on their

This newsletter is a shorter issue than
normal due to the lockdown and the
inclusion of our self-help booket. We are
also working on bringing online meetings
to you soon. Please let us have your
email address if you are interested.
Meanwhile, many of our talks are on
YouTube to watch (see page 6) including
an update from Professor Matt Wright
following his research into PBC
Environmental factors

shoulders today as we face the
pandemic. They suffered greatly
compared with what we are being asked
to do. It puts it all in to perspective and
we can do this. Let’s just batten down the
hatches and keep going until an effective
treatment or vaccine is found.
On the subject of Covid-19, we have

Look out for each other and enjoy the
Summer, Best wishes, John

THANK YOU NHS and ALL
key workers from all of us.
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MEETINGS are held in the
Postgraduate Medical Centre on
level 1 at the Freeman Hospital,
7:0r 7:30 p.m.
All of our live meetings and events are postponed until further notice.

Diary Dates 2020

COROVAVIRUS COVID-19 PANDEMIC
We are hoping to hold virtual general meetings and have been holding
virtual meetings with our governors, university partners and researchers.
WE ARE STILL SUPPORTING YOU AND WE ARE STILL HERE
FOR YOU ON THE HELPLINE AND ONLINE ON OUR
WEBSITE, VIA EMAIL, FACEBOOK & TWITTER.
In the meantime, please let us have your email address if you
would like to participate in any future online meetings.
We are aiming to stream lectures and talks during the online meetings.
LIVErNORTH is a registered charity (no 1087226) with no paid employees

NIHR non-commercial Partner
Patron: George Maguire
President: Professor OFW James MA BM BCh FRCP FAMSci,
Chairman: JE Bedlington MSc MIFE MILM
Medical Advisors: Professor Quentin M Anstee BSc(Hons), MB BS, PhD, MRCP(UK), FRCP,
Professor David Jones OBE MA BM BCh PhD FRCP,
Professor Derek Manas FRCS BSc MBBCh Mmed (UCT) FRCSEd FCS (SA),
Dr Harriet Mitchison MD FRCP, Professor Fiona Oakley PhD Bsc,
Professor Helen Reeves BM BS BMedSci FRCP PhD, Mr Colin Wilson MBBS FRCS PhD

STAY ALERT
CONTROL THE VIRUS
SAVE LIVES
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LIVErNORTH on
You can access lots of our talks and videos on YouTube. Go to YouTube in your
browser (h ps://www.youtube.com/) and type livernorth into the search bar.
When it loads, click on ‘videos’, and you will see the talks and videos that are
currently available.
Or... scan the QR code on the right with your smartphone...
BRIEFINGS
Sept 2015
Dr Quen n Anstee NAFLD
Oct 2015
Prof Derek Manas Liver Transplanta on
March 2016 Dr Peter Li ler
Interven onal Radiology
Oct 2016
Mr Jeremy French A Case to Remember
March 2017 Dr Robert Samuel ITCH in PBC and other liver diseases
July 2017
Dr Kate Hallsworth NAFLD Lifestyle Interven ons
Sept 2017
Mr Colin Wilson
Liver Perfusion
Oct 2017
Dr Koﬁ Oppong
Endoscopy in Liver Disease
March 2018 Dr Lin Lee Wong
UK-AIH Study
May 2018
Prof David Jones
The Revolu on Moves On (PBC)
June 2018
Prof Dave Talbot
The Eﬀect of the Media on Transplanta on
Sept 2018
Mr Jeremy French Human Factors in Surgical Crisis
March 2019 Rahul Bhugra
The Yellow Card Scheme
March 2019 Prof David Jones
PBC
March 2019 Dr Anand Reddy
QE Hospital Liver Services
May 2019
Prof Derek Manas Transplant Ma ers
June 2019
Mr Colin Wilson
Liver Perfusion Update
July 2019
Dr Steve Masson
Research Update
Sept 2019
Dr Jess Dyson
AIH/PBC/PSC clusters & ﬁndings
Oct 2019
Mr Jeremy French Training Transplant Surgeons
April 2020
Prof Ma Wright
Environmental chemicals and PBC
TEDx TALK
A pa ent’s perspec ve | Tilly Hale | TEDxNewcastle
DVD (not interac ve)
A Pa ent's Guide to PBC
MOTION GRAPHIC
Understanding Tests and Their Results in Healthcare – LIVErNORTH
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Life in lockdown - a few ideas
How things have changed since the last edition of LIVErNEWS. Like others round the world
we nd ourselves in a most unexpected situation. There is no doubt that this is presenting
many challenges for individuals and the country. On a positive note, these changed
circumstances have also provided some new and interesting opportunities. For those at
home perhaps it is chance to catch up on jobs or to spend time doing things we enjoy. For
those still working, trying to nd a little time, if possible, to do something to relax is also
important to help deal with the stresses of this situation.
Below are just a few ideas that might help pass the time and maintain mental and/or physical
wellbeing. It is a very individual choice which, of course, is inuenced by how well people
are feeling and how fatigued they are.
Being creative
Being creative can be good for mental health as well as being enjoyable and productive.
There are so many things that people might do depending on their interests, e.g. writing,
poetry, music, knitting, crocheting, sewing, woodwork, arts and crafts. The list is endless. If
you are looking for ideas, Kirsty Allsopp has a new crafting programme on Channel 4 aimed
at activities to do during the lockdown. It is still possible to get arts and crafts supplies
delivered and some places offer telephone ordering if you do not have internet access.
Handmade cards can feel special. You know that time, effort and thought has gone into
making them. One delivered a few weeks ago had written inside 'Keep smiling. There are
rainbows ahead after the rain'. How true and what a lovely message of hope. Writing letters
seems almost old fashioned now but is another way to connect or re-connect with people
and provide support in challenging times. Sending cards and letters to places like nursing
and residential homes is something else that might help brighten people's days and help the
writer feel positive too.
An activity that has gained more popularity in recent years with adults is colouring in. Some
people nd it relaxes them and helps clear their mind. You can download free pictures from
the internet for adults and children. There are plenty to choose from.
Photos, family history and stories
Perhaps the lockdown is an opportunity to sort out old photos. Another idea is to write
down the history of items that have sentimental value, e.g. that a ring belonged to a parent
or a tool that was made by a family member and used for several generations.
Tales of times gone by can be so interesting to read, especially everyday details about what
people had to eat and wear and what they did to entertain themselves. There are also those
family stories of funny incidents that happened, special events and days when things could
not have gone worse that make you laugh now looking back. Perhaps you have stories you
would like to write down or record. One that I recall from childhood was that at low tide on
the beach there was a whole torpedo part buried in the sand. We used to ask if we could go
and 'play on the bomb' and it might be a surprise to hear that our parents used to say yes!
LIVErNEWS -
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We used to jump on it from a rock and walk along it which was a bit of a balancing act.
When I was a teenager the Army Bomb Squad came and blew it up. I asked Mam in later
years why she let us do that, she replied that Dad had declared it safe as he had kicked it
and it had not blown up!
Working on the family tree is also something that could be interesting to do right now.
Some of the online resources that can be used to search for information have been offering
free access during the lockdown. There are online and Facebook groups relating to local
history on which people post photos and memories about the local area. This type of
resource can be helpful for family history too especially as you can ask questions of other
group members.
One of the ideas we I had is to make some collages or pictures to frame with some of the
everyday items from the past, like fabric scraps, old buttons and other bits and pieces that
have sentimental value. Some people are making rainbow collages to remember this time.
Looking back, visiting places online and some would say being nosey!
If you have access to the internet, this activity can certainly while away the time. Go on
Google Earth and search the addresses of places from your past. It might be somewhere you
have lived or worked or the home of a family member. If you have not done this before,
what happens next is that Google Earth then takes you to that place. You can see the house
or other buildings, if they are still there, and the street and surroundings. This is handy too
if you want to check out possible holiday destinations for the future or places you would
like to visit when this is over.
Another thing that can be fascinating is searching the addresses of previous homes on the
internet to see if there are Estate Agent adverts from when the house/at was last sold. I
cannot believe what has been done to my Grandad's house which had no mod cons. The
inside has been transformed. Writing this I can smell the mothballs he used to have
everywhere. One of the places we lived when rst married was derelict when I looked it up.
This was not too much of a surprise as it was a bit dodgy at the time. It was so damp that if
you did not use your socks in the drawer quickly enough, they went mouldy! Happy days!
Some museums and art galleries have made their collections available to view online,
including the Natural History Museum, the British Museum, the V & A Museum and the
National Gallery. Plays, ballets and musicals are also being streamed live.
Other ways of keeping our brains active
There are online resources where you can download books to read for free. These include
local libraries and Project Gutenberg (https://www.gutenberg.org/) among others. There are
also free talking books available and several authors are reading their stories for children
and adults online.
Perhaps lockdown is an opportunity to learn a new skill or expand on current ones, e.g.
wood carving, dancing or a new language. There are currently plenty of free online courses,
e.g. on FutureLearn and OpenLearn. These cover a wide range of topics, e.g. writing your
rst song, history, space, fashion, genealogy, mental health, weather watching, computer
LIVErNEWS -
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science to name a few. There are courses on these sites about COVID-19 too, including
coping in isolation.
Social activity
These are not easy times and can be isolating. There are opportunities for telephone
support from many charities (including LIVErNORTH) and other organisations. Local
councils may also have a helpline to contact and be able to provide information about local
organisations. The COVID-19 Mutual Aid Group website also has details of local
organisations providing support. NHS Volunteers are available (via your GP) to provide
telephone support to people who are being shielded as well as helping with other tasks, like
shopping and collecting prescriptions.
The new Liver Patient COVID-19 Personal Record and Self Help Toolkit from LIVErNORTH
mentions the importance of keeping in touch with family and friends by phone or video
calls. There are different types of video calls including Skype, FaceTime, WhatsApp and
Zoom. If you have not used these before, they are quite easy, especially if the other person
video calls you. For most of them your phone, tablet, laptop or computer rings. If like me
you nd yourself in a bit of a muddle with it at rst, the person at the other end will no
doubt be able to tell you what to do.
There are so many things you can do once you are on the video call as well as having a chat.
You can read a story to a child, take part in their play, watch friends and family open
birthday presents, do a quiz, play charades, have a meal together. People can help with
things and you can assist them too, e.g. show them how to cook something. I had a video
call from a brother-in-law with my car bonnet up to make sure I was going to put the right
uids in the right places (I have got previous form on this – antifreeze in the screen wash
bottle - it made sense to me - and water in the oil – I have no explanation!).
There are lots of online activities including pub quizzes, sports quizzes and discos that can
provide fun social activity to enjoy during the lockdown and hopefully beyond it if you like
this sort of thing.
Spiritual matters
People may nd comfort and support in religion and prayer. Religious programmes are being
broadcast on the TV and on national and local radio. The Church of England has also set up
a free 24-hour Daily Hope phone line which allows people to listen to services, prayers,
hymns and reections. The number is 0800 804 8044.
Many religious organisations are offering online services. These may be via Facebook where
you can make contact with other members by using the comments section on the relevant
Facebook page.
There are also online resources to help people meditate and undertake relaxation at this
challenging time.
Joining in community activities
Perhaps a silver lining of Coronavirus is that it might bring communities closer together. The
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clapping for key workers at 8pm on Thursdays certainly seems to be helping do this in some
places. Other initiatives that people can join in if they wish include putting teddy bears/other
soft toys and rainbow pictures in their windows so children on daily walks can look out for
them. There are rainbow posters for colouring in that can be printed off from the internet,
including ones with messages of support for key workers.
There are also opportunities to make things for health and social care if people would like to
do so, e.g. pairs of hearts (staff give one of the pair to the patient and the other to their
family), ear protectors to help prevent soreness due to wearing masks with elastic ear straps
and even making PPE.
Physical activity, nutrition, sleep and mental health
Physical activity is important to maintain tness and mental health. There are so many ways
it can be achieved at home including vacuuming, washing windows and gardening.
Mr Motivator and the Green Goddess are back on our TV screens encouraging us to be
active. Radio 5 Live has 10 minute exercise sessions which can be done sitting or standing.
Joe Wicks runs online courses for children and adults that seem to have been popular
during the lockdown. Obviously, it is important that whatever we do is safe and appropriate
to our abilities. The Live Well section of NHS Choices has helpful information on physical
activity, including ways of reducing risks when exercising. There is also the NHS Fitness
Studio (https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/nhs-tness-studio/) which has classes you can do at
home. These include some classes designed for people with health conditions, e.g. a bad
back or knee problems. Some local sports and leisure centres and gyms have online classes
too.
The Live Well section of NHS Choices (https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/) has useful information
on other aspects of health, including eating well, alcohol support, mental health and sleep
and tiredness. Quite a few people are reporting difculties sleeping during lockdown and
there are some helpful tips to help with this.
The charity Mind has detailed and helpful information on their website about coping with
mental health issues, including in the current situation. Their Infoline number is 0300 123
3393. One of the things Mind suggest is getting sunlight and fresh air and connecting with
nature even if you are unable to leave the house. These are their practical tips on this:
·
·
·
·

·

Spend time with the windows open to let in fresh air.
Arrange a comfortable space to sit, for example by a window where you can look
out over a view of trees or the sky, or watch birds and other animals.
Look at photos of your favourite places in nature. Use them as the background on
your mobile phone or computer screen, or print and put them up on your walls.
Listen to natural sounds, like recordings or apps that play birdsong, ocean waves
or rainfall. Get as much natural light as you can. Spend time in your garden if you
have one, or open your front or back door and sit on the doorstep.
If you have safe access to green space like a garden, you could bring some natural
materials in to decorate your living space, or use them in art projects. This could
include leaves, owers, feathers, tree bark or seeds.
LIVErNEWS -
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·

You may be able to buy seeds, owers or plants online for delivery, to grow and
keep indoors. If you order items for delivery, ask to have them left at your
doorstep, to avoid face-to-face contact'.

Maintaining structure to the week
Establishing and maintaining a routine in the current circumstances might help to structure
the days and weeks. This can assist people to maintain their mental health. It may even be
useful to write out a timetable. I do this at the beginning of the week and adjust it as I go. It
means I can see that each day is going be a bit different and there is something to look
forward to. I love ticking off what I have done and do you know the weeks seem to be ying
by. As Captain (now Colonel) Tom Moore says, this too will pass, and brighter days will
come.
It would be great to hear what you have been doing during lockdown and to have photos
you would like to share for the next edition of LIVErNEWS. You can also post on the
LIVErNORTH page (@livernorth) on Facebook.
Siân O’Dea, LIVErNORTH Governor.

NOTICE
Until further notice, the LIVErNORTH ﬂat in Beechwood House has been
made available to the Newcastle Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust for the
accommodation of clinical staﬀ. The Governors all agreed to this to help
the hospital during the pandemic.
Ward 7 at the Freeman is now surgical and Ward 16 clinical - both wards
are dealing with liver patients.
Our notice boards in all hospitals are still in use but are not being reﬁlled
by ourselves. Supplies of leaﬂets have been posted out when requested
and some bulk deliveries of leaﬂets made using a professional delivery
service.

If you are a liver pa ent, why not write to us and share your story to
help others? You don’t need to give your name or
any iden fying facts but your story may help
someone who is suﬀering alone and without
any support. If you have had a transplant,
why not tell us about it? Others on the list
would love to hear about your experience.
LIVErNEWS -
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Scam?
A couple of months ago, I received a letter from the hospital about a new drug
study trialing a new drug for kidney disease. The letter said that they had spoken
to my consultant who had agreed that I would be a suitable candidate for the trial.
I rang the telephone number and discussed the trial with her and she answered my
questions. As it happens the trial has not started due to Covid-19.
When I had my telephone appointment with my consultant, I mentioned the trial
and his response was “sounds like a scam to me”. I found one of the emails I had
received from the hospital following my conversation with the research organizers.
My consultant then realized that it was a genuine trial. However he informed me
that I would not be suitable for this trial due to my liver transplant. I breathed a
sigh of relief that I had mentioned this during my consultation. I suppose what I am
saying is: Don’t treat everything in a letter as being true and correct UNLESS it
comes from your consultant. Check with your treating consultant before embarking
on any new drug trial. (anon)

WHERE ON EARTH IS THE LIVErNEWS?
Ha ha good question!
Let’s see who is creative and can use photoshop type software.
Anywhere, anyhow - a photo of this issue of the LIVErNEWS somewhere,
anywhere, doesn’t even have to be a real place.
Be creative and make us laugh if you can.
There will be a prize the equivalent of all of LIVErNORTH salaries for a year!
In other words, zero, but masses of goodwill and likes...

Annual Accounts
Our annual accounts are printed on the next three pages. By law, we have to
produce accounts every year and have them checked by an independent examiner.
The accounts are sent to the Charities Commission and the public are free to
examine them on their websites here (we also publish ours in the LIVErNEWS):
England and Wales - https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/charitycommission. Scotland - https://www.oscr.org.uk/.
Northern Ireland - https://www.charitycommissionni.org.uk/
LIVErNEWS -
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LIVErNORTH Charities Account for year ended 31/3/2019
INCOME
Donations - Charity Draw

EXPENDITURE
£774.50

Telephone Charges

£584.07
£428.72

Autumn Fair

£2,947.04

Christmas Gifts - inpatients

Charity Draw

£3,050.00

Computer Related Expenses

Coffee Events
Collecting Cans
Donations - Autumn Fair

£1,052.83

£0.00

Costco Card

£60.00

£10.00

Charity Daw

£869.60

£1,133.00

Education

£9,880.50

Donations - My Donate

£460.00

Equipment

£46.00

Donations - Flat

£652.50

Fair

£193.25

£9,780.09

Flat

£231.44

Donations - General
Donations - DVD

£30.00

Great North Run

Costco

£16.80

Internet

Gift Aid

£2,745.51

Great North Run

£2,256.10
£0.00

Insurance

£10,504.93

£237.64

Leaflets

£1,001.95

Bequests

£1,000.00

Lotteries Registration

In Memoriam

£4,788.08

Newsletter

£11,498.87

Numbers Club

£718.00

Numbers Club

Pens, Badges & Key Fobs

£165.00

Pens, Badges & Fobs etc

Postage

£35.00

Repaid Cheques

£0.00

Account Transfer

£12,048.90

Sponsorship

£4,500.00

Postage

£74.45
£872.55

Research Grants

£2,036.08

£20.00

£15,478.35

Stationery

£159.81

Travel/Conferences

£999.00

PBC DVD Copies

£0.00

Account Transfer

£474.00

Returned Unpaid Chqs
My Donate

£0.00
£101.12

Total Credits

£52,895.43

Total Debits

£51,020.25

Balance B/Fwd

£26,711.56

Balance C/Fwd

£28,586.74

£79,606.99

LIVErNEWS -
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LIVErNORTH General Account for year ended 31/3/2019
INCOME

EXPENDITURE

Christmas Dinner

£732.00

Christmas Dinner

£960.12

Christmas Dinner Tombola

£222.60

Christmas Dinner Tombola

£230.96

Gifts

£121.46

Donations

£0.00

Raffles

£110.00

Refreshments

Refreshments

£83.68

Xfr

£20.99

Misc 1

£630.00

£600.00
Total Credits

£1,748.28

Total Debits

£1,963.53

Balance B/Fwd

£858.01

Balance C/Fwd

£642.76

£2,606.29

£2,606.29

LIVErNORTH Capital Reserve Account for year ended 31/3/2019
INCOME

EXPENDITURE

Interest

£87.91

Account Transfer

£90,000.00
Total Credits

£90,087.91

Total Debits

£0.00

Balance B/Fwd

£59,146.08

Balance C/Fwd

£149,233.99

£149,233.99

£149,233.99

LIVErNORTH Clubs and Societies Reserve Account for year ended 31/3/2019
INCOME

EXPENDITURE

Donations

£36.00

Numbers Club Payments

Account Transfer

£90,000.00

£8,135.00

Interest

£98.93
Total Credits

£8,269.93

Total Debits

£90,000.00

Balance B/Fwd

£85,721.37

Balance C/Fwd

£3,991.30

£93,991.30

£93,991.30

RAVI KULKARNI SRF Account for year ended 31/3/2019
INCOME

EXPENDITURE

Transfer

£450.00

xferred to Charities Account

£12,024.90

Total Credits

£450.00

Total Debits

£12,024.90

Balance B/Fwd

£11,574.90

Balance C/Fwd

£0.00

£12,024.90

LIVErNEWS -
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LIVErNORTH Accounts Balance Sheet for year ended 31/3/2019
CHARITIES ACCOUNT
Balance B/Fwd

£26,711.56

Total Credits

£52,895.43

NatWest Bank Statement to 31/3/2019

Total Debits

£51,020.25

Cheques not yet presented:

Balance

£28,586.74

Balance

£28,586.74
£0.00
£28,586.74

GENERAL ACCOUNT
Balance B/Fwd

£858.01

Total Credits

£1,748.28

NatWest Bank Statement to 31/3/2019

Total Debits

£1,963.53

Cheques not yet presented:

Balance

£642.76

£642.76
£0.00

Balance

£642.76

CAPITAL RESERVE ACCOUNT
Balance B/Fwd

£59,146.08

NatWest Bank Statement to 31/3/2019

£149,233.99

Total Credits

£90,087.91

Transactions not yet posted to account

£0.00

Total Debits
Balance

£0.00
£149,233.99

Balance

£149,233.99

CLUBS AND SOCIETIES RESERVE ACCOUNT
Balance B/Fwd

£85,721.37

NatWest Bank Statement to 31/3/2019

£3,991.30

Total Credits

£8,269.93

Transactions not yet posted to account

£0.00

Total Debits

£90,000.00

Balance

£3,991.30

Balance

£3,991.30

RAVI KULKARNI SRF
Balance B/Fwd
Total Credits
Total Debits
Balance

£11,574.90
£450.00

NatWest Bank Statement to 31/3/2019

£0.00

Cheques not yet presented:

£0.00

Balance

£0.00

£12,024.90
£0.00

Examined and found to be correct in accordance with the documents and explanations provided to me
J E Diamond ACA BSc
16/12/2019
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What Is Patient Access?
Patient Access connects you to local health services when you need them
most. Book GP appointments, order repeat prescriptions and discover
local health services for you or your family via your mobile phone or home
computer.
How many times do we simply forget to order our prescriptions? Patient
Access is available 24hours so you can order your prescription at any time
that suits you then pick it up from your nominated pharmacy.
To register with Patient Access go to https://www.patientaccess.com You will
need to obtain a User ID from your GP to access certain services. Some
services, for example sending messages to your GP, may not be available
from all GP practices.
"Patient Access gives you remote access to your GP, pharmacy and health
records. For those going into self-isolation, retaining their access to health
services is vital."
Dr Sarah Jarvis MBE (https://www.patientaccess.com/)
Do you know that your local pharmacist can help you out with a number of
health queries?
As well as dispensing prescriptions, they can give you invaluable advice
about various medical and wellbeing worries.
Debbie Lovell, LIVErNORTH Governor.

Remember...
Blowing out someone else’s candle won’t make
yours shine brighter. Let’s be kind to each other
during the current crisis and forever afterwards.
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Get involved - Public and Patient Research Panel
The NIHR Blood and Transplant Research Unit (BTRU) in Organ Donation and
Transplantation is a partnership between University of Cambridge and University of
Newcastle and their associated transplant units and NHS Blood and Transplant
(NHS BT).
The aim of the BTRU is to develop and evaluate new approaches and technologies
that will increase the availability of suitable organs to transplant, while improving
graft survival.
The BTRU has a Public and Patient Research Panel (PPRP). The Public and Patient
Research Panel meets regularly to discuss research progress, collaborate with
researchers on research ideas, and to give the very valuable view of patients, carers
and the public.
We also work together to plan a range
of public activities to increase
understanding of transplant research.
Last year we had 2 events within the
Cambridge Science Festival in March
2019, a stall at the Great North
Museum: Great North Nights evening
event in Newcastle in September
2019, and we even made time to write
our own small poetry collection.
We welcome new members and would be delighted to talk to you more about
work. No previous experience is required to join the Panel. You just need an
interest in research about organ donation and organ transplantation. The PPRP
typically meet in Newcastle upon Tyne but we are currently getting together online
during lockdown.
If you are interested in nding out more about our research please visit our
website: http://odt.btru.nihr.ac.uk/ If you would like to know more about the
Public and Patient Research Panel please contact the Public & Patient Involvement
and Engagement Manager Jenny Hasenfuss by email jenny.hasenfuss@ncl.ac.uk It
would be great to hear from you!
LIVErNEWS -
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FLY TIPPING
It will probably come as no surprise to
anyone that y tipping is on the increase
during the pandemic. Not only because
the tips have been closed but because
travel is limited to essential journeys.
Also, registered and licensed disposal
contractors may be locked down
themselves.
Fly tippers work below the radar to avoid
the police and travel after dark or very
early in the morning. Please be vigilant so
that we can combat this nuisance which not only ruins our environment but could
be a very serious health hazzard during the pandemic crisis. Who knows what they
are dumping and they just don’t care.
Every local council has a y tipping reporting system and it can be done
anonymously - please report any y tipping you witness and take their registration
numbers. If you don’t witness the actual culprits, please also report it so that it can
be removed and dealt with by trained professionals.
Who do you report it to? It’s whoever you pay your rates to in your area - they
are responsible for the environment.

Patient & Public Involvement in Research

RESEARCH

Researchers need the opinions of patients, their carers and the public to ensure
that the most appropriate questions are addressed in research projects. If you
would like to have the opportunity to become involved in reviewing research
proposals or taking part in discussions about future research into liver disease then
please complete the research register form on the next page.
The success of any research study is dependent on people who are willing to
volunteer to be participants. Research projects can fail due to problems in
recruiting the number of people required to ensure that the results of a study or
trial are scientically sound. If you are interested in being involved in future
research studies, please let us know. Your details will be held by LIVErNORTH and
will not be passed on to any third party without your permission. It is hoped that
by having access to a register of people who are interested in being involved,
LIVErNORTH will be effective in advancing research into liver disease and its
causes.

PLEASE RING JOAN BEDLINGTON ON:
0191 370 2961
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LIVErNORTH Research Register

RESEARCH

Name:
Address:

Telephone:

Mobile:

email address:
Preferred method of contact: Email

G Telephone G

Do you suffer from liver disease?: YES

Mobile

G Mail G

G NO G (please tick one box)

Are you interested in hearing about/participating in research into any
of the following? (Please tick all boxes that apply)
Hepatitis - please specify A, B , C etc:______

G

Reviewing Research Papers

G

Autoimmune Hepatitis

G

Non Alcoholic Fatty Liver
Disease

G

PBC

G

Primary Sclerosing Cholangitis

G

Alcoholic Liver Disease

G

Liver Cancer

G

Cirrhosis of the Liver

G

Hepatic Encephalopathy

G

Other (please specify)

G

.............................................
I am interested in being involved in liver disease research and consent to being
contacted by LIVErNORTH for this purpose.
Signed...........................................................

Date.................................

Please return completed form to:
Joan Bedlington, Freepost LIVERNORTH
(no postage stamp required)
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Margaret’s Ginger Biscuits
This is a recipe very kindly given
to us by Margaret Clarkson who is
the owner of the very popular
Rocky Road Café in Bellingham,
Northumberland. Margaret gave
us some to try and they are
fantastic. Extremely gingery, crisp
and delicious. I remembered that
ginger was supposed to be good
for settling an upset stomach so I
looked at some of the research and was amazed to
nd that it has been used for centuries for all sorts of
ailments.
What we can’t do in LIVErNORTH is give you medical
advice (because that’s the job of your own doctor)
but we can tell you that there have been many
academic papers and quite a lot of research into the health benets of
ginger.
Do take the time to look in to the properties of this amazing herb/spice. In
the meantime, Margaret’s Ginger Biscuits might be just what you need
during the pandemic so why not get baking and the next time you are in
Bellingham, call in at the Rocky Road Café?
Margaret’s Ginger Biscuits
Fan Oven 170'
8 oz
Self Raising Flour
4 oz
Butter
4 oz
Caster Sugar
2 tsp
(rounded) Ground Ginger
1 tsp
Bicarbonate of Soda
2 Tbsp Golden Syrup
Throw it all in the mixer until it is a smooth dough, divide into 24 round
balls and bake until golden.
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Good afternoon,
My dad had a Liver transplant many years ago and
unfortunately passed away 3 years ago, my mum signed up
to get information / newsletter. I always feel really bad
when it arrives as it seems like a waste of charity money, I wondered if you can
please take us off your mailing list.
We still believe that your doctors and the charity work you do are amazing, and
thanks to the hard work of the team we got many more years with our dad, me and
my sister do payroll giving.
I would be grateful if we could stop the news letters.
Thank you so much,
S.P Hull
Dear Sirs,
Please nd enclosed donations which were given by friends and family in memory
of my late wife.
My wife was a liver patient at the Freeman Hospital under the care of Dr M
Hudson. She always had great admiration for the care and the work that the liver
unit carried out and always looked forward to receiving a copy of the liver booklet.
I trust the donations will go towards a great and worthy cause.
Yours faithfully
JY
Durham
Dear LIVErNORTH,
A donation is enclosed following the use of the LIVErNORTH at. Thank you so
much - an invaluable provision.
DB
N Yorks.
Hi John and Joan,
Just wanted to let you know that the phones arrived on Saturday.
Thank you very much.
Regards,
Lianne Downey
Liver Transplant Social Worker
(we have provided 2 x mobile phones for Lianne to use for people who have no
way to communicate during the pandemic.)
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Dear Sir,
My husband and I would like to thank you for the help you gave us while our son
was in hospital. The at was a lovely place to relax in and we are grateful to every
person involved in supporting liver patients.
Thank you
ER
Manchester
Dear All,
I am pleased to inform you about our development work on the Question Prompt
List. Our study has been accepted for publication in the Journal of Clinical
Gastroenterology and will be accessible on-line in the next week.
I would personally like to thank you and your organisation for the support that you
gave us during the course of the study, which have strengthen the ndings from the
study.
In the meanwhile, take care and stay safe.
Kind regards, Joe
Dr Joe Low
Principal Research Fellow, Marie Curie Palliative Care Research Department,
UCL Division of Psychiatry,
a PDF copy of this report is available from us if required - please email us.
Dear Joan,
I've attached a Powerpoint Presentation made for the Nursing Conference to cover
the “Patient Experience” of the Freeman’s Transplant Team’s approach to patient
management for Liver Disease (NAFLD) patients. I’m happy for LIVErNORTH to
contact me for further info and of course authorise you to use any of the material
and photos included. Special mention to all the staff at the Centre for Ageing &
Vitality that managed my condition for 3 years prior to transplant. Also Peter
Robinson-Smith & Lianne Downey who did so much to help us prepare for all
possible outcomes prior to transplant and then rebuild after transplant. My
consultant Dr Stuart MacPherson has been brilliant throughout and all of the staff
on Ward 38 & 7 who gave me quite exceptional care, physical and emotional
support to get me up and running again. I will never forget the kindness shown to
me by these exceptional people.
Keep up the great work you all do @ LiverNorth. I follow the FB site and regularly
playback the videos of the briengs. The site has provided me with so much
information with per and post transplant. It's been a great help to both myself and
my wife in both understanding and managing my condition.
Regards,
Pete Nyland (Some of Pete’s slides are on the next pages & more next issue)
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Reverend Eli Jenkins’ Prayer from Under Milk Wood
by Dylan Thomas
Every morning when I wake,
Dear Lord, a little prayer I make,
O please do keep Thy lovely eye
On all poor creatures born to die
And every evening at sun-down
I ask a blessing on the town,
For whether we last the night or no
I’m sure is always touch-and-go.
We are not wholly bad or good
Who live our lives under Milk Wood,
And Thou, I know, wilt be the rst
To see our best side, not our worst.
O let us see another day!
Bless us all this night, I pray,
And to the sun we all will bow
And say, good-bye – but just for now

IMPORTANT
DONATING TO LIVErNORTH ONLINE
If you want to start fundraising, or make an online donation our
page is live here:

https://www.goldengiving.com/w/livernorth
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£250
every
g
meetin

£2500
Annual
Jackpot

200
numbers

£
aw 1
eek

LIVErNORTH LOTTERY
(FORMERLY THE NUMBERS CLUB)

Registered under the GAMBLING ACT 2005
with the city of Newcastle upon Tyne

£250 winning numbers in 2020:
JN from Hetton
MAO from Pelton

No 104 drawn online via Zoom on 29/4/2020,
No 41 drawn online via Zoom on 29/4/2020.

Every penny raised goes to liver patient support - we have NO paid employees

To join the 2020 lottery please contact Joan:
info@livernorth.org.uk or phone 0191 3702961
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Call For Questions - PBC
PBC Video & DVD version 2
Our current PBC DVD has been very successful as a support tool
and we are currently working on a revised version.
The new version will be in bite-sized chunks that can be easily
accessed online and hopefully will provide answer to the many
questions that PBC patients, their carers and families have.
Our aim is to make this video the most comprehensive and user
friendly source of information for PBC patients.
To this end, we would appreciate your assistance in providing
questions which can be raised during the recording.
Ÿ Are there any questions that you, your family or friends wish you

had asked when you received your diagnosis of PBC?
Ÿ Are there any questions that you, your family or friends have

thought about since your diagnosis?
Ÿ As a carer of someone with PBC, have you any questions that may

be useful to others?

Please send us you questions by email to:
info@livernorth.org.uk
or post them to freepost LIVERNORTH
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Most of the funnies you see in these pages are
sent from friends and colleagues or are freely
circulating via the internet. I am constantly on the
look out for more material so please send in
anything you have or have heard whilst out and
about. It doesn’t have to be ‘professional’ – your witty observations on life are always welcome.
If you’re feeling a bit low - read on... As they say, laughter is the best medicine!
Thanks for this issue go to Billy Venus, Carl Borgesson, Dorothy Barker and ‘the internet’.

Helens Howlers

WARNING - SOME JOKES UNSUITABLE FOR CHILDREN - YOU HAVE BEEN
TOLD!

The Flat Earth Society are reporting
that the 2 metre social distancing
measures are pushing some of their
members over the edge.

What does a clock do when it’s
hungry? It goes back four seconds.
I dated a lady once who used to be the
voice on the speaking clock for
telecom. She suspected I was cheating
on her and now she won’t even give me
the time of day.

I went to the zoo yesterday and saw a
baguette in a cage. The zoo keeper told
me it was bread in captivity.
If you inject someone with disinfectant,
would you be charged with Bleach of
the Peace or Domestos violence?

A lady accused me of being a liar
because I told her I was part of an ariel
display team. I was .I was stacking soap
powder on the shelves in Tesco’s

I used to go out with a girl called
Lindsey Doyle. She smelt like a cricket
bat.

I married my husband for life, and
when I left him I was still waiting to see
some sign of it.

My wife told me I had ruined her
birthday...I didn’t even know it was her
birthday!

I went into a pub the other day and
there was a huge dog lying in front of
the bar looking vicious. I asked the
barman if his dog bit people and he
said no, it was as gentle as a lamb and
had never bitten anyone. Feeling
relieved I ordered a pint but when I
reached for it the dog leapt up,
grabbed my arm and bit hard, drawing
blood. I was in great pain and I asked
the barman why he said his dog didn’t
bite. He said ‘it doesn’t. that’s not my
dog’.

In my career as a lumberjack I cut down
exactly 52,487 trees. I know because I
kept a log.
What do you call a guy who is lying on
your doorstep? Matt
When my mother was 68 she started
walking 5 miles a day. Now she’s 82
and we have no idea where she is.
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I'm passing this on because it worked
for me. Today a doctor on TV said,
that in order to have inner peace &
calm in our lives during isolation, we
should always nish things that we
started. So before I started my daily
'Facebook' session, I looked around the
house for things I'd started & hadn't
nished. I nished a bottle of Merlot.a
bottle of Chardonnay, a bodle of
Baileys & a butle of Wum.Tha mainder
of a some Valium an a box of cholutz.
Yu has no idr how calm I feel rite now.
Sned this to all ur frenz who need inner
piss. An telum u luvum.

So, I was in the chemist and I said to
the assistant, "What gets rid of
coronavirus?” She said, "Ammonia
cleaner." I said, "Oh sorry, I thought
you worked here!”
Lockdown lingo - are you fully
conversant with the new terminology?
*Coronacoaster*
The ups and downs of your mood
during the pandemic. You're loving
lockdown one minute but suddenly
weepy with anxiety the next. It truly is
“an emotional coronacoaster”.

Purchase limits during the Corona virus
outbreak: ASDA 2 hand sanitisers and
a single pack of toilet rolls. TESCO 1
hand sanitiser, 500g of rice and 1 pack
of toilet rolls. COOP 1kg of rice, 1kg
of dried pasta, 4 toilet rolls and 2
hand sanitisers. Sainsbury’s 2 packs of
toilet rolls, 2 hand sanitisers and no
limit on rice or pasta. ALDI a mig
welder, 2 trumpets, a pink sports bra
and a pair of wellies.

*Quarantinis*
Experimental cocktails mixed from
whatever random ingredients you have
left in the house. The boozy equivalent
of a store cupboard supper. Southern
Comfort and Ribena quarantini with a
glacé cherry garnish, anyone? These
are sipped at “locktail hour”, ie. wine
o'clock during lockdown, which seems
to be creeping earlier with each passing
week.

Just before the anaesthetist put me
under, he offered me gas or a boat
paddle round the back of the head.....
it was an ether/oar situation.

*Blue Skype thinking*
A work brainstorming session which
takes place over a videoconferencing
app. Such meetings might also be
termed a “Zoomposium”. Naturally,
they are to be avoided if at all possible.

Bloody hell police have just knocked on
my door! Asked where I was between 4
and 6? I said infant school!

*Le Creuset wrist*
It's the new “avocado hand” - an
aching arm after taking one's best
saucepan outside to bang during the
weekly 'Clap For Carers.' It might be
heavy but you're keen to impress the
neighbours with your high-quality

Some People are so rude and cruel.
All I asked was “What was the name of
that catchy song sung by Joe Dolce
back in the 80’s?”
(ps - ‘shaddap a your face’)
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kitchenware.

Also called a “lockclown”

*Coronials*
As opposed to millennials, this refers
to the future generation of babies
conceived or born during coronavirus
quarantine. They might also become
known as “Generation C” or, more
spookily, “Children of the Quarn”.

*Goutbreak*
The sudden fear that you've consumed
so much wine, cheese, home-made
cake and Easter chocolate in lockdown
that your ankles are swelling up like a
medieval king's.
*Antisocial distancing*
Using health precautions as an excuse
for snubbing neighbours and generally
ignoring people you nd irritating.

*Furlough Merlot*
Wine consumed in an attempt to
relieve the frustration of not working.
Also known as “bored-eaux” or
“cabernet tedium”.

*Coughin' dodger*
Someone so alarmed by an innocuous
splutter or throat-clear that they back
away in terror.

*Coronadose*
An overdose of bad news from
consuming too much media during a
time of crisis. Can result in a
panicdemic.

*Mask-ara*
Extra make-up applied to "make one's
eyes pop" before venturing out in
public wearing a face mask.

*The elephant in the Zoom*
The glaring issue during a
videoconferencing call that nobody
feels able to mention. E.g. one
participant has dramatically put on
weight, suddenly sprouted terrible
facial hair or has a worryingly messy
house visible in the background.

*Covid-10*
The 10lbs in weight that we're all
gaining from comfort-eating and
comfort-drinking. Also known as
“fattening the curve”.
…and nally, nally: One sentence to
sum up 2020, so far: At one point
this year, 1 loo roll was worth more
than a barrel of crude oil!

*Quentin Quarantino*
An attention-seeker using their time in
lockdown to make amateur lms which
they're convinced are funnier and
cleverer than they actually are.

PS - keep them coming and PLEASE
let us know if you have moved
house!

*Covidiot*
One who ignores public health advice
or behaves with reckless disregard for
the safety of others can be said to
display “covidiocy” or be “covidiotic”.
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Our campaign letter following the
article in the Lancet has had at least
one reply from an MP. This reply
from Cat Smith, Debbie Lovell’s MP
proves they do sometimes take
notice. Thank you everyone who
forwarded the letter whether you got
a reply or not!
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What does all this mean and is it safe? The short answer is yes unless you do
something silly. Never post details you don’t want other people to see - it’s a simple as
that. People can only see what you let them see so if you don’t put anything on facebook
or twitter then they can’t see anything. If you do want to post something, just remember
the whole world can see it. The exception to this is on closed and secret groups where
only those who are members can read the postings (see our link below)
To join facebook or twitter you need an email address and you have to give your date of
birth - that’s to state that you are old enough. Once you have joined you can
immediately delete your date of birth etc.
Our facebook and twitter pages have a wealth of information on them and our latest
news and information is always on facebook. Here’s the addresses:
https://www.facebook.com/livernorth/

https://twitter.com/livernorth

NEW!
https://www.facebook.com/groups/262466031311926/ (our chat page - apply to join)

Moved House?
Please let us know your new address.
Just email info@livernorth.org.uk or call 0191 3702961

Solution to the Spring 2020 SUDOKU
Easy SUDOKU
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SUDOKU... With the kind permission of the creator (Wayne Gould of Pappocom).
You don’t need to do any arithmetic or be good at maths - all it takes is logic so please
have a go - it will help to keep your brain active. There is strict copyright so they may not
be redistributed in any way whatsoever although you can of course photocopy the page
if you don’t want to spoil your copy of LIVErNEWS. Good Luck!

HAVE A GO - YOU MIGHT LIKE IT
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SU DOKU
As featured in the Times
Monday to Saturday
©Puzzles by Pappocom
www.sudoku.com
How to play:
Fill the grid so that every
column, every row and every 3
x 3 box contains the digits 1 to
9.
The top puzzle is graded ‘easy’
and the lower one ‘medium’ (it
is suggested you start with the
easy one to get the hang of how
it works).
You will know if you have got it
right because you will have all
the numbers in the right places
and only one of each in any
row, column or box.
If you want some tips on
getting started, have a look at
the website www.sudoku.com
The correct solutions will be
published in our next issue.
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LIVErNORTH Information Leaflets Available:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
11a.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
24.

Liver Patient Support
Accommodation for patients & families
Autoimmune Hepatitis
Alcoholic Liver Disease
Look After Your Liver
Primary Biliary Cholangitis (PBC)
Coping With Stress
Primary Liver Cancer
You and Your Consultant
Primary Sclerosing Cholangitis (PSC)
NAFLD Lifestyle Guide
Non Alcoholic Steatohepatitis
Liver Disease
Skin Care for Liver Patients
Diet and Liver Disease
Hepatitis C
Travel Insurance for Liver Patients
Hepatitis E
Fatigue in Liver Patients/A Patient’s Journey
Understanding Healthcare Tests
Liver Cirrhosis Self Management Toolkit*
Exercise & Osteoporosis in Liver Patients
Hepatic Encephalopathy
COVID-19 Self Help Toolkit

SUPPORT

Scan the QR
code below
to read the
leaets online

* only from your healthcare professional - email for more information

Six ways to get information leaﬂets:
1. ISSUU:
https://issuu.com/search?q=livernorth
2. Website:
http://www.livernorth.org.uk/pages/factsheet.htm
3. Email us:
info@livernorth.org.uk
4. Phone/FAX:
0191 3702961
5. Facebook pm us: https://www.facebook.com/livernorth/
6. Write to us:
Freepost LIVERNORTH
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